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I (a)
(b)

Derive the arralogue

Answer any Six questions.
of NeMon's second law in rotational motion.
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A particle of mass 'm' moves along the x- axis under a constant force f starting from rest
at the
origin at time t : 0. If z and tr/ are kinetic and potential energies of the particle, calculate
to
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Prove that the energy conservation theorem for a particle moving in the
conservative force field.

A particle having total energy E is moving in a potential field V(r). Show that the time taken
by
the particle to move from r, to r, is tz tt
- = [t;6
Dehne the followir!
referenceframe.

,..*r, (i) cortservative

force (ii) inertial reference frames (iii) Non inertial

(b)

Describe the conservation of angulal momentum of a system of particles. Ball A
of mass m is
attached to one end of a rigid massless rod of length 2l while an idintical ball B
is attached to the
,
centre of the rod. This arrangement is held by the empty end and is whirled around
in a horizontal
circle at a constant rate. Ball A travels at a constant speed of va. Find the tension in each
half of
the rod"

(a)
(b)

Show that the time rate of angular momenturn is equai to the total external torque.
A bodl' of rnass 'rz ' splits into'two rnasses 'mi and'ru2' by an explosion. After the split the bodies
move with a total kinetic energy 'T'in the same direction. Show that their relative speed
is

ltlnt/mtm2.

(a)
(b)

Consider the interaction of radio n'aves u,ith electrons in the ionosphere. Find the
velocity and
position of the electron as a function of time.

4,3,Lkg move under a force such that their position vectors at tirne , t, are
i2:3ti-k and, ir= ti+tri.findthe position of the center of mass and the

Particles of masses

n=3i+2t'i,

angular momentum of the system about the origin at t

(a)
(b)
(a)
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(b)
(a)
(b)

State the

:2s

.

D' Alembert's principle.

Consider the motion of a particle of rnass 'm' moving in space. Selecting the
cylindrical
co-ordinates(p,d,z)as the generalized co-ordinates, caiculate the generalized force components
if
a force 'F' acts on it.

Write down the mathematical form of Hamilton's Principie, generalized version of Hamilton,s
Principle and Euler-Lagrange differential equation.
Show that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line.

Derive the Euler Lagrange differential equation from Hamilton's principie.
Using Lagrange's method of undetermined multiplier, find the equation of motion and force of
constraint in the case of a simple pendulum.

